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Start by marking “The story behind Anne Holm’s “I am David” as Want to Read: Want to Read saving… Want to Read. This series of books looks at the history behind some favourite classic novels. Each title explores the relevant historical background, considers how the author's life influenced their writing, and offers a literary analysis of the novel. This series of books looks at the history behind some favourite classic novels. I am David Paperback â€“ 11 January 2018. by Anne Holm (Author). 4.5 out of 5 stars 176 ratings. See all formats and editions Hide other formats and editions.Â Besides the relatively few story changes from book to movie, the book places you “inside” David's head, whereas in the movie you are an outside observer of his circumstances. Being “inside” David's head allows you to share in more of his thoughts and feelings. The theme of understanding God's character and love for David was very powerfully accomplished in the book. When David loses his compass, he begins to feel hopeless and realizes his need for “outside” help, for which he turns to God. This is such an interesting and beautiful process because he Ex Library Book with usual stamps and stickers. Title : I Am David - Anne Holm - Cold War (History in Literature: The Story Behind...). Condition : Good. List Price (MSRP) : 14.99. Dust Jacket : False. First Edition : False. Signed : False. Pages : 56. Read full description. See details and exclusions - I Am David - Anne Holm - Cold War (History in Literature: The Story Behind...). I Am David. By Anne Holm. Suggestions and Expectations. This 66 page curriculum unit can be used in a variety of ways. Each chapter of the novel study focuses on one chapter of I Am David and is comprised of four different activities: â€¢ Before You Read â€¢ Vocabulary Building â€¢ Comprehension Questions â€¢ Language and Extension Activities A portfolio cover (page 7) as well as a Checklist (page 6) are included so that students may track their completed work.Â A storyboard can tell the story of only one scene â€¢ or the entire novel. Complete the storyboard below illustrating the events described in the first chapter of I Am David. You may wish to practice your drawings on a separate piece of paper. 12.